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Abstract
A smart contract is a program executed on a blockchain, based on which many 
cryptocurrencies are implemented, and is being used for automating transactions. 
Due to the large amount of money that smart contracts deal with, there is a surg-
ing demand for a method that can statically and formally verify them. This article 
describes our type-based static verification tool HelmHoltz for Michelson, which is 
a statically typed stack-based language for writing smart contracts that are executed 
on the blockchain platform Tezos. HelmHoltz is designed on top of our extension of 
Michelson’s type system with refinement types. HelmHoltz takes a Michelson pro-
gram annotated with a user-defined specification written in the form of a refinement 
type as input; it then typechecks the program against the specification based on the 
refinement type system, discharging the generated verification conditions with the 
SMT solver Z3. We briefly introduce our refinement type system for the core cal-
culus Mini-Michelson of Michelson, which incorporates the characteristic features 
such as compound datatypes (e.g., lists and pairs), higher-order functions, and invo-
cation of another contract. HelmHoltz successfully verifies several practical Michel-
son programs, including one that transfers money to an account and that checks a 
digital signature.

Keywords Smart contract · Blockchain · Formal verification · Tools

Introduction

A blockchain is a data structure to implement a distributed ledger in a trustless yet 
secure way. The idea of blockchains is initially devised for the Bitcoin cryptocur-
rency [13] platform. Many cryptocurrencies are implemented using blockchains, in 
which value equivalent to a significant amount of money is exchanged.
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Recently, many cryptocurrency platforms allow programs to be executed on a 
blockchain. Such programs are called smart contracts [20] (or, simply contracts in 
this article) since they work as a device to enable automated execution of a contract. 
Technically speaking, a smart contract is a program Pa associated with an account a 
on a blockchain. (The word contract is also used to denote the account with which 
a smart contract is associated.) When the account a receives money from another 
account b with a parameter v, the computation defined in Pa is conducted, during 
which the state of the account a (e.g., the balance of the account and values that are 
stored by the previous invocations of Pa ) which is recorded on the blockchain may 
be updated. The contract Pa may execute money transactions to another account (say 
c), which result in invocations of other contracts (say Pc ) during or after the compu-
tation; therefore, contract invocations may be chained.

Although smart contracts’ original motivation was handling simple transac-
tions (e.g., money transfer) among the accounts on a blockchain, recent contracts 
are being used for more complicated purposes (e.g., establishing a fund involving 
multiple accounts). Following this trend, the languages for writing smart contracts 
also evolve from those that allow a contract to execute relatively simple transactions 
(e.g., Script for Bitcoin) to those that allow a program that is as complex as one 
written in standard programming languages (e.g., EVM for Ethereum and Michel-
son [14] for Tezos [6]).

Due to a large amount of money they deal with, verification of smart contracts is 
imperative. Static verification is especially needed since a smart contract cannot be 
fixed once deployed on a blockchain. Attack on a vulnerable contract indeed hap-
pened. For example, the DAO attack, in which the vulnerability of a fundraising 
contract was exploited, resulted in the loss of cryptocurrency equivalent to approxi-
mately 150M USD [19].

In this article, we describe our type-based static verifier HelmHoltz1 for smart 
contracts written in Michelson. The Michelson language is a statically and simply 
typed stack-based language equipped with rich data types (e.g., lists, maps, and 
higher-order functions) and primitives to manipulate them. Although several high-
level languages that compile to Michelson are being developed, Michelson is most 
widely used to write a smart contract for Tezos as of writing.

A Michelson program expresses the above computation in a purely functional 
style, in which the Michelson program corresponding to Pa is defined as a func-
tion. The function takes a pair of the parameter v and a value s that represents the 
current state of the account (called storage) and returns a pair of a list of opera-
tions and the updated storage s′ . Here, an operation is a Michelson value that 
expresses the computation (e.g., transferring money to an account and invok-
ing the contract associated with the account) that is to be conducted after the 
current computation (i.e., Pa ) terminates. After the computation specified by Pa 
finishes with a pair of an operation list and a storage value, a blockchain system 
invokes the computation specified in the operation list. This purely functional 

1 Hermann von Helmholtz (1821–1894), a German physicist and physician, was a doctoral advisor of 
Albert A. Michelson (1852–1931), whom the Michelson language is apparently named after.
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style admits static verification methods for Michelson programs similar to those 
for standard functional languages.

As the theoretical foundation of HelmHoltz , we design a refinement type sys-
tem for Michelson as an extension of the original simple type system. In con-
trast to standard refinement types that refine the types of values, our type system 
refines the type of stacks.

We show that our tool can verify several practical smart contracts. In addition 
to the contracts we wrote ourselves, we apply our tool to the sample Michelson 
programs used in Mi-cho-coq [3], a formalization of Michelson in Coq proof 
assistant [22]. These contracts consist of practical contracts such as one that 
checks a digital signature and one that transfers money.

We note that HelmHoltz currently supports approximately 80% of the whole 
instructions of the Michelson language. Another limitation of the current Helm-
Holtz is that it can verify only a single contract, although one often uses multi-
ple contracts for an application, in which a contract may call another by a money 
transfer operation, and their behavior as a whole is of interest. We are currently 
extending HelmHoltz so that it can deal with more programs.

Our contribution is summarized as follows: (1) Definition of the core calcu-
lus Mini-Michelson and its refinement type system; (2) Automated verification 
tool HelmHoltz for Michelson contracts implemented based on the type system 
of Mini-Michelson ; the interface to the implementation can be found at https:// 
www. fos. kuis. kyoto-u. ac. jp/ tryla ng/ Helmh oltz; and (3) Evaluation of Helm-
Holtz with various Michelson contracts, including practical ones. A preliminary 
version of this article was presented at International Conference on Tools and 
Algorithms for the Construction and Analysis of Systems (TACAS) in 2021. We 
have given detailed proofs of properties of Mini-Michelson and a more detailed 
description about the verifier implementation, in addition to revision of the text.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Before introducing the techni-
cal details, we present an overview of the verifier HelmHoltz in the next section 
using a simple example of a Michelson contract. The following section intro-
duces the core calculus Mini-Michelson with its refinement type system and 
states soundness of the refinement type system. (Detailed proofs are deferred to 
Appendix A.) We also discuss a few extensions implemented in the verifier. The 
next section describes the verifier HelmHoltz , a case study, and experimental 
results. After discussing related work in the next section, we conclude in the last 
section.

Overview of HelmHoltz and Michelson

We give an overview of our tool HelmHoltz in this section before presenting its 
technical details. We also explain Michelson by example (An Example Contract 
in Michelson) and user-written annotation added to a Michelson program for 
verification purposes (Specification).

https://www.fos.kuis.kyoto-u.ac.jp/trylang/Helmholtz
https://www.fos.kuis.kyoto-u.ac.jp/trylang/Helmholtz
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HelmHoltz

As input, HelmHoltz takes a Michelson program annotated with (1) its specifica-
tion expressed in a refinement type and (2) additional user annotations such as loop 
invariants. It typechecks the annotated program against the specification using our 
refinement type system; the verification conditions generated during the typecheck-
ing is discharged by the SMT solver Z3 [4]. If the code successfully typechecks, 
then the program is guaranteed to satisfy the specification.

HelmHoltz is implemented as a subcommand of tezos-client, the client 
program of the Tezos blockchain. For example, to verify boomerang.tz in Fig. 1, 
we run tezos-client refinement boomerang.tz. If the verification suc-
ceeds, the command outputs VERIFIED to the terminal screen (with a few log mes-
sages); otherwise, it outputs UNVERIFIED.

An Example Contract in Michelson

Figure 1 shows an example of a Michelson program called ��������� . A Michel-
son program is associated with an account on the Tezos blockchain; the program 

Fig. 1  boomerang.tz. The comment inside /* */ describes the stack at the program point
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is invoked by transferring money to this account. This artificial program in Fig. 1, 
when it is invoked, is supposed to transfer the received money back to the account 
that initiated the transaction.

A Michelson program starts with type declarations of its ��������� , whose 
value is given by contract invocation, and ������� , which is the state that the con-
tract account stores. Lines 1–2 declare that the types of both are ���� , the type 
inhabited by the only value ���� . Lines 3–8 surrounded by << and >> are a user-
written annotation used by HelmHoltz for verification; we will explain this annota-
tion later. The ���� section in Lines 10–29 is the body of this program.

Let us take a look at the ���� section of the program. In the following explana-
tion of each instruction, we describe the state of the stack after each instruction as 
comments; stack elements are delimited by ⊳.

– Execution of a Michelson program starts with a stack with one value, which is a 
pair (�����, ��) of a parameter ����� and a storage value ��.

– ��� pops the pair at the top of the stack and pushes the second value of the 
popped pair; thus, after executing the instruction, the stack contains the single 
value ��.

– ��� pushes the empty list [] to the stack; the instruction is accompanied by the 
type ��������� of the list elements for typechecking purposes.

– ������ pushes the nonnegative ������ of the money sent to the account to 
which this program is associated.

– ���� ����� � pushes the value 0. The type ����� represents a unit of money 
used in Tezos.

– ������� �� �� , if the state of the stack before executing the instruction is �� ⊳ 
�� ⊳ �� , (1) pops �� and �� and (2) executes the then-branch �� (resp., the else-
branch �� ) if �� = �� (resp., �� ≠ �� ). In ��������� , this instruction does noth-
ing if ������ = 0; otherwise, the instructions in the else-branch are executed.

– ������ at the beginning of the else-branch pushes the address ��� of the source 
account, which initiated the chain of contract invocations that the current con-
tract belongs to, resulting in the stack ��� ⊳ [] ⊳ ��.

– �������� T pops an address ���� from the stack and typechecks whether the 
contract associated with ���� takes an argument of type T. If the typechecking 
succeeds, then ���� (�������� ����) is pushed; otherwise, ���� is pushed. 
The constructor �������� creates an object that represents a typechecked con-
tract at the given address. In Tezos, the source account is always a contract that 
takes the value ���� as a parameter; thus, ���� (�������� ���) will always be 
pushed onto the stack.

– ������_���� pops a value � from the stack and pushes �′ if � is �����′ ; other-
wise, it raises an exception.

– ���� pushes the unit value ���� to the stack.
– ��������_������ , if the stack is of the shape ���� ⊳ ���� ⊳ ������ ⊳ �� , 

pops ���� , ���� , and ������ from the stack and pushes (Transfer varg 
vamt vcontr) onto �� . The value �������� ���� ���� ������ is an 
operation object expressing that money (of amount ���� ) shall be sent to the 
account ������ with the argument ���� after this program finishes without rais-
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ing an exception. Therefore, the program associated with ������ is invoked after 
this program finishes. Otherwise, an operation object is an opaque tuple and no 
instruction can extract its elements.

– ���� with the stack �� ⊳ �� ⊳ �� pops �� and �� , and pushes a cons list ��∶∶�� 
onto the stack. (We use the list notation in OCaml here.)

– After executing one of the branches associated with ������� in this program, 
the shape of the stack should be ��� ⊳ ������� , where ��� is [] if ������ = 0 
or [Transfer varg vamt vcontr] if ������ > 0 . The instruction ���� 
pops ��� and ������� , and pushes (���, �������).

A Michelson program is supposed to finish its execution with a singleton stack 
whose unique element is a pair of (1) a list of operations to be executed after the cur-
rent execution of the contract finishes and (2) the new value for the storage.

Michelson is a statically typed language. Each instruction is associated with a 
typing rule that specifies the shapes of stacks before and after it by a sequence of 
simple types such as ��� and ��� ���� . For example, ���� requires the type of top 
element to be T and that of the second to be T ���� (for any T); it ensures the top 
element after it has type T ����.

Other notable features of Michelson include first-class functions, hashing, 
instructions related to cryptography such as signature verification, and manipulation 
of a blockchain using operations.

Specification

A user can specify the behavior of a program by a ������������� annotation, 
which is a part of the augmented syntax of our verification tool. A ������������� 
annotation gives a specification of a Michelson program by the following notation 
inspired by the refinement types: {(param,st) | pre} -> {(ops,st’) | 
post} & {exc | abpost}, where ��� , ���� , and ������ are predicates.

This specification reads as follows: if this program is invoked with a parameter 
����� and storage �� that satisfy the property ��� , then (1) if the execution of this 
program succeeds, then it returns a list of operations ��� and new storage ��′ that 
satisfy the property ���� ; (2) if this program raises an exception with value ��� , 
then ��� satisfies ������ . The specification language, which is ML-like, is expres-
sive enough to cover the specifications for practical contracts, including the ones 
we used in the experiments in ’Experiments’. In the predicates, one can use several 
keywords such as ������ for the amount of the money sent to this program when it 
is invoked and ������ for the source account’s address.

The ������������� annotation in Fig. 1 (Lines 3–8) formalizes this program’s 
specification as follows. This program can take any parameter and storage (Line 3). 
Successful execution of this program results in a pair (���, ���) that satisfies the 
condition in Lines 4–7 that expresses (1) if ������ = 0 , then ��� is empty, that is, 
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no operation will be issued; (2) if ������ > 0 , then ��� is a list of a single ele-
ment �������� ���� ������ � , where � is bound for �������� ������2, which 
expresses transfer of money of the amount ������ to the account at ������ with the 
unit argument.3 In the specification language, ������ and ������ are keywords that 
stand for the source account and the amount of money sent to this program, respec-
tively. The part & { _ | �����} expresses that this program does not raise an excep-
tion. This specification correctly formalizes the intended behavior of this program.

Refinement Type System for Mini‑Michelson

In this section, we formalize Mini-Michelson, a core subset of Michelson with its 
syntax, operational semantics, and refinement type system. We omit many features 
from the full language in favor of conciseness but includes language constructs—
such as higher-order functions and iterations—that make verification difficult.

Syntax

Figure 2 shows the syntax of Mini-Michelson . Values, ranged over by V  , consist 
of integers i ; addresses a ; operation objects ��������(V , i, a) to invoke a contract 
at a by sending money of amount i and an argument V; pairs (V1,V2) of values; the 
empty list [] ; cons V1∶∶V2 ; and code ⟨IS⟩ of first-class functions.4 Unlike Michel-
son, which has primitive Boolean literals ���� and ����� , we use integers as a 
substitute for Boolean values so that 0 means ����� and the others mean ���� . 
As we have mentioned, there is no instruction to extract elements from an opera-
tion object but the elements can be referenced in refinement types to state what 
kind of operation object is constructed by a smart contract. Simple types, ranged 

Fig. 2  Syntax of Mini-Michelson

2 It is one axiom of our domain specific theory that ��������_��� ������ always return 
���� (�������� ������).
3 As we mentioned in ’Introduction’, HelmHoltz can currently verify the behavior of a single contract, 
although there will be an invocation of the contract associated with ������ after the termination of 
��������� . An operation is treated as an opaque data structure, from which one cannot extract values.
4 Closures are not needed because functions in Michelson can access only arguments.
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over by T  , consist of base types ( ��� , ������� , and ��������� , which are self-
explanatory), pair types T1 × T2 , list types T ���� , and function types T1 → T2 . 
Instruction sequences, ranged over by IS , are a sequence of instructions, ranged 
over by I , enclosed by curly braces. A Mini-Michelson program is an instruction 
sequence.

Instructions include those for operand stack manipulation (to ���� , ���licate, 
���� , and ���� values); ��� and ��� for manipulating integers; ���� , ��� , and 
��� for pairs; ��� and ���� for constructing lists; ������ for a first-class func-
tion; ���� for calling a function; and ��������_������ to create an operation. 
Instructions for control structures are �� and ��_���� , which are for branching on 
integers (whether the stack top is ���� or not) and lists (whether the stack top is a 
cons or not), respectively, and ���� and ���� , which are for iteration on integers 
and lists, respectively. ������ pushes a function (described by its operand IS ) 
onto the stack and ���� calls a function. Perhaps unfamiliar is ��� IS , which pops 
and saves the stack top somewhere else, executes IS , and then pushes back the 
saved value.

We also use a few kinds of stacks in the following definitions: operand stacks, 
ranged over by S , type stacks, ranged over by T̄  , and type binding stacks, ranged 
over by �  . The empty stack is denoted by ‡ and push is by ⊳ . We often omit 
the empty stack and write, for example, V1 ⊳ V2 for V1 ⊳ V2 ⊳ ‡ . Intuitively, 
T1 ⊳ .. ⊳ Tn and x1 ∶ T1 ⊳ .. ⊳ xn ∶ Tn describe stacks V1 ⊳ .. ⊳ Vn , where each 
value Vi is of type Ti . We will use variables to name stack elements in the refine-
ment type system.

We summarize main differences from Michelson proper:

– Michelson has the notion of type attributes, which classify types, according to 
which generic operations such as ���� can be applied. For example, values of 
pushable types can be put on the stack by ���� . Since type ��������� is not 
pushable, an instruction such as ���� ��������� ��������(V , i, a) is not valid 
in Michelson—all operations have to be created by designated instructions. We 
ignore type attributes for simplicity here, but the implementation of HelmHoltz, 
which calls the typechecker of Michelson, does not.

– As we saw in ‘Overview of HELMHOLTZ and Michelson’, an operation is cre-
ated from an address in two steps via a contract value. Since we model only one 
kind of operations, i.e., ��������(V , i, a) , we simplify the process to let instruc-
tion ��������_������ directly creates an operation from an address in one step. 
We also omit the typecheck of the contract associated with an address.

– In Michelson, each execution of a smart contract is assigned a gas to control 
how long the contract can run to prevent contracts from running too long. Cur-
rent HelmHoltz, however, never takes into account gas consumption because it 
depends on the size of values manipulated. Incorporating the gas consumption in 
our framework is left as future work.

– We do not formally model exceptions for simplicity and, thus, the refinement 
type system does not (have to) capture exceptional behavior. Our verifier, how-
ever, does handle exceptions; we will informally discuss how we extend the type 
system with exceptions in Section ‘Extension with Exceptions’.
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Operational Semantics

Figure  3 defines the operational semantics of Mini-Michelson . A judgment of 
the form S ⊢ I ⇓ S′ (or S ⊢ IS ⇓ S′ , resp.) means that evaluating the instruction 
I (or the instruction sequence IS , resp.) under the stack S results in the stack S′ . 

Fig. 3  Operational semantics of Mini-Michelson
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Although the defining rules are straightforward, we will make a few remarks 
about them.

The rule (e-Dip) means that ��� IS pops and saves the stack top somewhere else, 
executes IS , and then push back the saved value, as explained above. This instruc-
tion implicitly gives Mini-Michelson (and Michelson) a secondary stack. (e-pusH) 
means that ���� T V  does not check if the pushed value is well formed at run time: 
the check is the job of the simple type system, discussed soon.

The rules (e-ift) and (e-iff) define the behavior of the branching instruction 
�� IS1 IS2 , which executes IS1 or IS2 , depending on the top of the operand stack. As 
we have mentioned, nonzero integers mean ���� . Thus, (e-ift) is used for the case 
in which IS1 is executed, and otherwise, (e-iff) is used. There is another branch-
ing instruction ��_���� IS1 IS2 , which executes either instruction sequence depend-
ing on whether the list at the top of the stack is empty or not (cf. (e-ifConst) and 
(e-ifConsf)).

The rules (e-loopt) and (e-loopf) define the behavior of the looping instruction 
���� IS . This instruction executes IS repeatedly until the top of the stack becomes 
����� . (e-loopt) means that, if the condition is ���� , IS is executed, and then 
���� IS is executed again. (e-loopf) means that, if the condition is ����� , the loop 
is finished after dropping the stack top. A similar looping instruction is ���� IS , 
which iterates over a list (see (e-iternil) and (e-iterCons)).

The rule (e-lambDa) means that ������ T1 T2 IS pushes the instruction sequence 
to the stack and (e-exeC) means that ���� pops the instruction sequence ⟨IS⟩ and 
the stack top V  , saves the rest of the stack S elsewhere, runs IS with V  as the sole 
value in the stack, pushes the result V ′ back to the restored stack S.

The rule (e-transfertokens) means that ��������_������ T  creates an opera-
tion object and pushes onto the stack. (As we have discussed, we omit a run-time 
check to see if T  is really the argument type of the contract that the address a stores.)

Simple Type System

Mini-Michelson (as well as Michelson) is equipped with a simple type system. The 
type judgment for instructions is written T̄ ⊢ I ⇒ T̄ ′ , which means that instruction I 
transforms a stack of type T̄  into another stack of type T̄ ′ . The type judgment for val-
ues is written V ∶ T  , which means that V  is given simple type T  . The typing rules, 
which are shown in Fig. 4, are fairly straightforward. Note that these two judgment 
forms depend on each other—see (rtV-fun) and (t-pusH).

Refinement Type System

Now, we extend the simple type system to a refinement type system. In the refine-
ment type system, a simple stack type T1 ⊳ .. ⊳ Tn is augmented with a formula � 
in an assertion language to describe the relationship among stack elements. More 
concretely, we introduce refinement stack types, ranged over by � , of the form 
{x1 ∶ T1 ⊳ ... ⊳ xn ∶ Tn |𝜑(x1, ... , xn)} , which denotes a stack V1 ⊳ .. ⊳ Vn such 
that V1 ∶ T1 , ..., Vn ∶ Tn and �(V1, ... ,Vn) hold, and refine the type judgment form, 
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Fig. 4  Simple typing
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accordingly. We start with an assertion language, which is many-sorted first-order 
logic and proceed to the refinement type system.

Assertion Language

The assertion language is many-sorted first-order logic, where sorts are simple 
types. We show the syntax of terms, ranged over by t  , and formulae, ranged over 
by � , in Fig.  5. As usual, x is bound in ∃ x ∶ T .� . Most of them are straight-
forward but some constructions are worth explaining. A formula of the form 
����(t1, t2) = t3 means that, if instruction sequence denoted by t1 is called with 
(a singleton stack that stores) a value denoted by t2 (and terminates), it yields the 
value denoted by t3 . The term constructor ��������(t1, t2, t3) allows us to refer to 
the elements in an operation object, which is opaque. Conjunction �1 ∧ �2 , impli-
cation �1 ⟹ �2 , and universal quantification ∀ x ∶ T .� are defined as abbrevia-
tions as usual. We use several common abbreviations such as t1 ≠ t2 for ¬ (t1 = t2) , 
∃ x1 ∶ T1, .. , xn ∶ Tn.� for ∃x1 ∶ T1.…∃xn ∶ Tn.� , etc. A typing environment, 
ranged over by �  , is a sequence of type binding. We assume all variables in �  are 
distinct. We abuse a comma to concatenate typing environments, e.g., �1,�2 . We 
also use a type binding stack �  as a typing environment, explicitly denoted by �̂  , 
which is defined as ‡̂ = ����� and �x ∶ T ⊳ 𝛶 = x ∶ T , �𝛶  . To save space, we (ab)
use V to denote a subset of terms and the value typing (see (Wt-Val)). Strictly 
speaking, a term like (0, 0) has two type derivations but it is easy to show that a 
term has at most one type under a given type environment. A similar abuse of V 
will be found elsewhere (such as Definition 2 below).

Well-sorted terms and formulae are defined by the judgments 𝛤 ⊢ t ∶ T  and 
𝛤 ⊢ 𝜑 ∶ ∗ , respectively. The former means that the term t  is a well-sorted term 
of the sort T  under the typing environment �  and the latter that the formula � is 
well sorted under the typing environment �  , respectively. The derivation rules for 
each judgment, shown in Fig.  6, are straightforward. Note that well-sortedness 
depends on the simple type system via (Wt-Val).

Let a value assignment � be a mapping from variables to values. We write 
�[x ↦ V] to denote the value assignment which maps x to V  and otherwise is 
identical to � . As we are interested in well-sorted formulae, we consider a value 
assignment that respects a typing environment, as follows.

Definition 1 A value assignment � is typed under a typing environment �  , denoted 
by � ∶ �  , iff �(x) ∶ T  for every x ∶ T ∈ � .

Fig. 5  Syntax of Assertion Language
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Now, we define the semantics of the well-sorted terms and formulae in a stand-
ard manner as follows.

Definition 2 (Semantics of terms) The semantics [[t]]�∶� of term t under typed value 
assignment � ∶ �  is defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Semantics of formulae). For a typed value assignment � ∶ �  , a valid 
well-sorted formula � under �  is denoted by 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ 𝜑 and defined as follows.

– 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ ⊤.
– 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ t1 = t2 iff [[t1]]�∶� = [[t2]]�∶� .
– 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ ����(t1, t2) = t3 iff [[t1]]�∶� = ⟨IS⟩ and [[t2]]𝜎∶𝛤 ⊳ ‡ ⊢ IS ⇓ [[t3]]𝜎∶𝛤 ⊳ ‡.
– 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ ¬𝜑 iff 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ̸⊧ 𝜑.
– 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ 𝜑1 ∨ 𝜑2 iff 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ 𝜑1 or 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ 𝜑2.
– 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ ∃ x ∶ T .𝜑 iff 𝜎[x ↦ V] ∶ 𝛤 , x ∶ T ⊧ 𝜑 for some V .

We write 𝛤 ⊧ 𝜑 iff 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ 𝜑 for any �.

[[x]]�∶� = �(x) [[V]]�∶� = V

[[��������(t1, t2, t3)]]�∶� = ��������([[t1]]�∶� , [[t2]]�∶� , [[t3]]�∶� )

[[(t1, t2)]]�∶� = ([[t1]]�∶� , [[t2]]�∶� )

[[t1∶∶t2]]�∶� = [[t1]]�∶�∶∶[[t2]]�∶�

[[t1 + t2]]�∶� = [[t1]]�∶� + [[t2]]�∶� .

Fig. 6  Well-Sorted Terms and Formulae
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Typing Rules

The type system is defined by subtyping and typing: a subtyping judgment is of 
the form 𝛤 ⊢ 𝛷1 <∶ 𝛷2 , which means stack type �1 is a subtype of �2 under �  , 
and a type judgment for instructions (resp. instruction sequences) is of the form 
𝛤 ⊢ 𝛷1 I 𝛷2 (resp. 𝛤 ⊢ 𝛷1 IS 𝛷2 ), which means that if I (resp. IS ) is executed 
under a stack satisfying �1 , the resulting stack (if terminates) satisfies �2 . We often 
call �1 pre-condition and �2 post-condition, following the terminology of Hoare 
logic. Note that the scopes of variables declared in �  include �1 and �2 but those 
bound in �1 do not include �2 . To express the relationship between the initial and 
final stacks, we use the type environment �  . In writing down concrete specifica-
tions, it is sometimes convenient to allow the scopes of variables bound in �1 to 
include �2 , but we find that it would clutter the presentation of typing rules.

In our type system, subtyping is defined semantically as follows.

Definition 4 (Subtyping relation). A refinement stack type {� |�1} is called sub-
type of a refinement stack type {� |�2} under a typing environment �  , denoted by 
𝛤 ⊢ {𝛶 |𝜑1} <∶ {𝛶 |𝜑2} , iff 𝛤 , �𝛶 ⊧ 𝜑1 ⟹ 𝜑2.

We show the typing rules in Figs. 7 and 8. It is easy to observe that the type bind-
ing stack parts in the pre- and post-conditions follows the simple type system. We 
will focus on predicate parts below.

– (rt-Dip) means that ��� IS is well typed if the body IS is typed under the stack 
type obtained by removing the top element. However, since a property � for the 
initial stack relies on the popped value x , we keep the binding in the typing envi-
ronment.

– (rt-if) means that the instruction is well typed if both branches have the same 
post-condition; the pre-conditions of the branches are strengthened by the 
assumptions that the top of the input stack is ���� ( x ≠ 0 ) and ����� ( x = 0 ). 
The variable x is existentially quantified because the top element will be removed 
before the execution of either branch.

– (rt-loop) is similar to the proof rule for while-loops in Hoare logic. The for-
mula � is a loop invariant. Since the body of ���� is executed while the stack top 
is nonzero, the pre-condition for the body IS is strengthened by x ≠ 0 , whereas 
the post-condition of ���� IS is strengthened by x = 0.

– (rt-iter) can be understood as a variant of (rt-loop). In the premise, 
x1∶∶x2 = x represents the condition under which iteration goes on, that is a 
list on top of the stack is non-nil. In addition to that, x2 = x guarantees that the 
loop-invariant � holds for the tail of the list since in the next iteration stack top 
becomes the tail of the list.
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– (rt-lambDa) is for the instruction to push a first-class function onto the operand 
stack. The premise of the rule means that the body IS takes a value (named y1 ) of 
type T1 that satisfies �1 and outputs a value (named y2 ) of type T2 that satisfies �2 

Fig. 7  Typing rules (I)
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(if it terminates). The post-condition in the conclusion expresses, by using call, 
that the function x has the property above. The extra variable y�

1
 in the type envi-

ronment of the premise is an alias of y1 ; being a variable declared in the type 
environment y�

1
 can appear in both �1 and �2

5 and can describe the relationship 
between the input and output of the function.

– (rt-exeC) just adds to the post-condition ����(x2, x1) = x3 , meaning the 
result of a call to the function x2 with x1 as an argument yields x3 . It may 
look simpler than expected; the crux here is that � is expected to imply 
∀ x1 ∶ T1, x3 ∶ T2.�1 ∧ 𝚌𝚊𝚕𝚕(x2, x1) = x3 ⟹ �2 , where �1 and �2 represent the 
pre- and post-conditions, respectively, of function x2 . If x1 satisfies �1 , then we 
can derive that �2 holds.

– (rt-sub) is the rule for subsumption to strengthening the pre-condition and 
weakening the post-condition.

Fig. 8  Typing rules (II)

5 The scope of a variable in a refinement stack type is its predicate part and so y1 cannot appear in the 
post-condition.
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Properties

In this section, we show soundness of our type system. Informally, what we show 
is that, for a well-typed program, if we execute it under a stack which satisfies the 
pre-condition of the typing, then (if the evaluation halts) the resulting stack satisfies 
the post-condition of the typing. We only sketch proofs with important lemmas. The 
detailed proofs are found in Appendix A.

To state the soundness formally, we give additional definitions.

Definition 5 (Free variables). The set of free variables in � is denoted by fvars(�).

Definition 6 (Erasure) We define ⌊�⌋ , which is the simple stack type obtained by 
erasing predicates from � , as follows.

Definition 7 (Stack typing). Stack typing S ∶ T̄  and refinement stack typing 
𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S ∶ 𝛷 are defined by the rules in Fig. 9.

Note that the definition of refinement stack typing follows the informal explana-
tion of the refinement stack types in Section ‘Refinement Type System’.

We start from soundness of simple type system as follows, that is, for a simply 
well-typed instruction sequence T̄1 ⊢ IS ⇒ T̄2 , if evaluation starts from correct 
stack S1 , that is S1 ∶ T̄1 , and results in a stack S2 ; then S2 respects T̄2 , that is S2 ∶ T̄2 . 
This lemma is not only just a desirable property but also one we use for proving the 
soundness of the refinement type system in the case ����.

Lemma 8 (Soundness of the simple type system) If T̄1 ⊢ IS ⇒ T̄2 , S1 ⊢ IS ⇓ S2 , and 
S1 ∶ T̄1 , then S2 ∶ T̄2.

Proof Proved with a similar statement

If T̄1 ⊢ I ⇒ T̄2 , S1 ⊢ I ⇓ S2 , and S1 ∶ T̄1 , then S2 ∶ T̄2

for a single instruction by simultaneous induction on T̄1 ⊢ IS ⇒ T̄2 and 
T̄1 ⊢ I ⇒ T̄2 .   ◻

⌊{‡ �𝜑}⌋ = ‡ ⌊{x ∶ T ⊳ 𝛶 �𝜑}⌋ = T ⊳ ⌊{𝛶 �𝜑}⌋

Fig. 9  Simple and refinement stack typing
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We state the main theorem as follows.

Theorem  9 (Soundness of the refinement type system) If 𝛤 ⊢ 𝛷1 IS 𝛷2 , 
S1 ⊢ IS ⇓ S2 , and 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S1 ∶ 𝛷1 , then 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S2 ∶ 𝛷2.

The proof is close to a proof of soundness of Hoare logic, with a few extra 
complications due to the presence of first-class functions. One of the key lemmas 
is the following one, which states that a value assignment can be represented by a 
logical formula or a stack element:

Lemma 10 The following statements are equivalent: 

(1) 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S ∶ {𝛶 |∃ x ∶ T .𝜑 ∧ x = V};
(2) 𝜎[x ↦ V] ∶ 𝛤 , x ∶ T ⊧ S ∶ {𝛶 |𝜑} ; and
(3) 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ V ⊳ S ∶ {x ∶ T ⊳ 𝛶 |𝜑}.

Then, we prove a few lemmas related to ���� (Lemma 11), ���� (Lemma 12), 
predicate call (Lemmas 13 and 14), and subtyping (Lemma 15).

Lemma 11 Suppose IS satisfies that S1 ⊢ IS ⇓ S2 and 
𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S1 ∶ {𝛶 |∃ x ∶ ���.𝜑 ∧ x ≠ 0} imply 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S2 ∶ {x ∶ ��� ⊳ 𝛶 |𝜑} 
for any S1 and S2 . If S1 ⊢ ���� IS ⇓ S2 and 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S1 ∶ {x ∶ ��� ⊳ 𝛶 |𝜑} , then 
𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S2 ∶ {𝛶 |∃ x ∶ ���.𝜑 ∧ x = 0}.

Proof By induction on the derivation of S1 ⊢ ���� IS ⇓ S2 .   ◻

Lemma 12 Suppose x1 ∉ fvars(�) , x2 ∉ fvars(�) , and that S�
1
⊢ IS ⇓ S�

2
 

and 𝜎� ∶ 𝛤 , x2 ∶ T ���� ⊧ S�
1
∶ {x1 ∶ T ⊳ 𝛶 |∃ x ∶ T ����.𝜑 ∧ x1∶∶x2 = x} 

imply 𝜎� ∶ 𝛤 , x2 ∶ T ���� ⊧ S�
2
∶ {𝛶 |∃ x ∶ T ����.𝜑 ∧ x2 = x} for any S�

1
 , 

S�
2
 , and �′ . If S1 ⊢ ���� IS ⇓ S2 and 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S1 ∶ {x ∶ T ���� ⊳ 𝛶 |𝜑} , then 

𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S2 ∶ {𝛶 |∃ x ∶ T ����.𝜑 ∧ x = []}.

Proof By induction on the derivation of S1 ⊢ ���� IS ⇓ S2 .   ◻

Lemma 13 If y1 ≠ y2 , y�
1
∶ T1, y1 ∶ T1 ⊢ 𝜑1 ∶ ∗ , y�

1
∶ T1, y2 ∶ T2 ⊢ 𝜑2 ∶ ∗ , 

⟨IS⟩ ∶ T1 → T2 , and

then 𝛤 ⊧ ∀ y�
1
∶ T1, y1 ∶ T1, y2 ∶ T2.y

�
1
= y1 ∧ 𝜑1 ∧ 𝚌𝚊𝚕𝚕(⟨IS⟩, y�

1
) = y2 ⟹ 𝜑2 for 

any � .

for any V1,V2, 𝜎, if V1 ⊳ ‡ ⊢ IS ⇓ V2 ⊳ ‡ and

𝜎 ∶ y�
1
∶ T1 ⊧ V1 ⊳ ‡ ∶ {y1 ∶ T1 ⊳ ‡ | y�

1
= y1 ∧ 𝜑1}

then 𝜎 ∶ y�
1
∶ T1 ⊧ V2 ⊳ ‡ ∶ {y2 ∶ T2 ⊳ ‡ |𝜑2},
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Proof By the definition of the semantics of ���� .   ◻

Lemma 14 If V1 ⊳ ‡ ⊢ IS ⇓ V2 ⊳ ‡ , V1 ∶ T1 , V2 ∶ T2 , and ⟨IS⟩ ∶ T1 → T2 , then 
𝛤 ⊧ ����(⟨IS⟩,V1) = V2 for any � .

Proof By the definition of the semantics of ���� .   ◻

Lemma 15 If 𝛤 ⊢ 𝛷1 <∶ 𝛷2 and 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S ∶ 𝛷1 , then 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S ∶ 𝛷2.

Proof Straightforward from Definition 4.   ◻

Proof of Theorem 9 It is proved together with a similar statement

If 𝛤 ⊢ 𝛷1 I 𝛷2 , S1 ⊢ I ⇓ S2 , and 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S1 ∶ 𝛷1 , then 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S2 ∶ 𝛷2.

for a single instruction by simultaneous induction on 𝛤 ⊢ 𝛷1 IS 𝛷2 and 𝛤 ⊢ 𝛷1 I 𝛷2 
with case analysis on the last typing rule used. We show a few representative cases. 

Case (rt-Dip):  We have I = ��� IS and 𝛷1 = {x ∶ T ⊳ 𝛶 |𝜑} and 
𝛷2 = {x ∶ T ⊳ 𝛶 � |𝜑�} and 𝛤 , x ∶ T ⊢ {𝛶 |𝜑} IS {𝛶 � |𝜑�} 
for some IS , x , T  , �  , � ′ , � , and �′ . By (e-Dip), we 
have S1 = V ⊳ S�

1
 and S2 = V ⊳ S�

2
 and S�

1
⊢ IS ⇓ S�

2
 

for some V  , S�
1
 , and S�

2
 . By Lemma  10, we have 

𝜎[x ↦ V] ∶ 𝛤 , x ∶ T ⊧ S�
1
∶ {𝛶 |𝜑} . By applying IH, we 

have 𝜎[x ↦ V] ∶ 𝛤 , x ∶ T ⊧ S�
2
∶ {𝛶 � |𝜑�} from which 

𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ V ⊳ S�
2
∶ {x ∶ T ⊳ 𝛶 � |𝜑�} follows.

Case (rt-loop):  We have I = ���� IS and 𝛷1 = {x ∶ ��� ⊳ 𝛶 |𝜑} and  
�2 = {� |∃ x ∶ ���.� ∧ x = 0} and  𝛤 ⊢ {𝛶 |∃ x ∶ ���.  
𝜑 ∧ x ≠ 0} IS {x ∶ ��� ⊳ 𝛶 |𝜑} and S1 = i ⊳ S for some  
IS , x , �  , S , and � . By IH, we have that, 
for any S

�
1
, S�

2
, if S�

1
⊢ IS ⇓ S

�
2
and 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S

�
1
∶ {𝛶 |∃ x ∶ ���.

∧�1 ∧ 𝚌𝚊𝚕𝚕(x, y�
1
) = y2 ⟹ �2} The goal easily follows 

from Lemma 11.
Case (rt-lambDa):  We have I = ������ T1 T2 IS and �1 = {� |�} and 

𝛷2 = {x ∶ T1 → T2 ⊳ 𝛶 |𝜑 ∧ ∀ y�
1
∶ T1, y1 ∶ T1, y2 ∶ T2.y

�
1
= y1

∧�1 ∧ 𝚌𝚊𝚕𝚕(x, y�
1
) = y2 ⟹ �2} and y�

1
∶ T1 ⊢ {y1 ∶ T1 ⊳ ‡

| y�
1
= y1 ∧ 𝜑1} IS {y2 ∶ T2 ⊳ ‡ |𝜑2} and x ∉ dom(� , �̂ )

∪{y1, y
�
1
, y2} and y1 ≠ y�

1
 and y�

1
∶ T1, y1 ∶ T1 ⊢ 𝜑1 ∶ ∗ and for 

some IS , x , y1 , y�1 , y2 , T1 , T2 , �  , � , �1 , and �2 . By (e-lambDa), 
we also have S2 = ⟨IS⟩ ⊳ S1 . By IH, we have that, 
for any V1,V2, 𝜎, if V1 ⊳ ‡ ⊢ IS ⇓ V2 ⊳ ‡ and 𝜎 ∶ y

�
1
∶ T1 ⊧ V1

⊳ ‡ | y�
1
= y1 ∧ 𝜑1}, then 𝜎 ∶ y

�
1
∶ T1 ⊧ V2 ⊳ ‡ ∶ {y2 ∶ T2 ⊳ ‡ |𝜑2}. By 

Lemma  13, 𝛤 , �𝛶 ⊧ ∀ y�
1
∶ T1, y1 ∶ T1, y2 ∶ T2.y

�
1
= y1 ∧ 𝜑1

∧𝚌𝚊𝚕𝚕(⟨IS⟩, y�
1
) = y2 ⟹ �2. Then, it is easy to show 
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𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S1 ∶ {𝛶 |𝜑 ∧ ∀ y�
1
∶ T1, y1 ∶ T1, y2 ∶ T2.y

�
1
= y1 ∧ 𝜑1

∧𝚌𝚊𝚕𝚕(⟨IS⟩, y�
1
) = y2 ⟹ �2}. Then, we have 

 Therefore, by Lemma 10, we have 

 as required.
Case (rt-exeC):  We have I = ���� and, for some x1 , x2 , x3 , T1 , T2 , �  , and � ,  

𝛷1 = {x1 ∶ T1 ⊳ x2 ∶ T1 → T2 ⊳ 𝛶 |𝜑} and 𝛷2 = {x3 ∶ T2⊳
� |∃ x1 ∶ T1, x2 ∶ T1 → T2.� ∧ ����(x2, x1) = x3} and x3 ∉ dom 
(𝛤 , �x1 ∶ T1 ⊳ x2 ∶ T1 → T2 ⊳ 𝛶 ) . By (e-exeC), we have S1 =
V1 ⊳ ⟨IS⟩ ⊳ S and S2 = V2 ⊳ S and V1 ⊳ ‡ ⊢ IS ⇓ V2 ⊳ ‡ for  
some V1 , V2 , IS , and S . By the assumption 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S1 ∶ 𝛷1 ,  
we have 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S ∶ {𝛶 |∃ x2 ∶ T1 → T2.(∃ x1 ∶ T1.𝜑 ∧ x1 = V1)

∧x2 = ⟨IS⟩}. By Lemma  14, we have 𝛤 , �𝛶 ⊧ ����(⟨IS⟩,V1) 
= V2. Therefore, we have 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S ∶ {𝛶 | (∃ x2 ∶ T1 → T2.

(∃ x1 ∶ T1.� ∧ x1 = V1) ∧ x2 = ⟨IS⟩) ∧ ����(⟨IS⟩,V1) = V2}. 
Finally, we have 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S ∶ {𝛶 |∃ x3 ∶ T2.(∃ x1 ∶ T1, x2 ∶ T1 → T2. 
� ∧ ����(x2, x1) = x3) ∧ x3 = V2} and, thus, 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ V2 ⊳ S ∶

{x3 ∶ T2 ⊳ 𝛶 | (∃ x1 ∶ T1, x2 ∶T1 → T2.� ∧ ����(x2, x1) = x3)} 
as required.

Case (rt-sub):  We have 𝛤 ⊢ 𝛷1 <∶ 𝛷�
1
 and 𝛤 ⊢ 𝛷�

2
<∶ 𝛷2 and 𝛤 ⊢ 𝛷�

1
I 𝛷�

2
 

for some ��
1
 and ��

2
 . By Lemma 15, we have 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S1 ∶ 𝛷�

1
. 

By IH, we have 𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S2 ∶ 𝛷�
2
. Then, the goal follows from 

Lemma 15.   ◻

Extension with Exceptions

The type system implemented in HelmHoltz is extended to handle instruction 
FAILWITH, which immediately aborts the execution, discarding all the stack ele-
ments but the top element. The type judgment form is extended to

which means that, if IS is executed under a stack satisfying �1 , then the resulting 
stack satisfies �2 (if normally terminates), or �3 (if aborted by FAILWITH). The 
typing rule for instruction FAILWITH, which raises an exception with the value at 
the stack top, is given as follows:

𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ S1 ∶ {𝛶 �∃ x ∶ T1 → T2.(𝜑 ∧

∀ y�
1
∶ T1, y1 ∶ T1, y2 ∶ T2.y

�
1
= y1 ∧ 𝜑1 ∧ 𝚌𝚊𝚕𝚕(x, y�

1
) = y2 ⟹ 𝜑2) ∧ x = ⟨IS⟩}.

𝜎 ∶ 𝛤 ⊧ ⟨IS⟩ ⊳ S1 ∶ {x ∶ T1 → T2 ⊳ 𝛶 �𝜑 ∧

∀ y�
1
∶ T1, y1 ∶ T1, y2 ∶ T2.y

�
1
= y1 ∧ 𝜑1 ∧ 𝚌𝚊𝚕𝚕(x, y�

1
) = y2 ⟹ 𝜑2}

𝛤 ⊢ 𝛷1 IS 𝛷2 & 𝛷3,

𝛤 ⊢ {x ∶ T ⊳ 𝛶 |𝜑} �������� {𝛶 |⊥} & { ��� |∃ x ∶ T , �𝛶 .𝜑 ∧ x = ���}.
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The rule expresses that, if FAILWITH is executed under a non-empty stack that sat-
isfies � , then the program point just after the instruction is not reachable (hence, 
{𝛶 |⊥} ). The refinement ∃ x ∶ T , �̂ .� ∧ x = ��� for the exception case states that � 
in the pre-condition with the top element x is equal to the raised value ��� ; since x is 
not in the scope in the exception refinement, x is bound by an existential quantifier. 
Most of the other typing rules can be extended with the “ &” part easily.

For (rt-lambDa) and (rt-exeC), we first extend the the assertion language with 
a new predicate ����_���(t1, t2) = t3 meaning the call of t1 with t2 aborts with the 
value t3 . (The semantics of call is unchanged.) Using the new predicate, (rt-
lambDa) and (rt-exeC) are modified as in Fig. 10.

Tool Implementation

In this section, we present HELMHOLTZ , the verification tool based on the refinement 
type system. We first discuss how Michelson code can be annotated. Then, we give 
an overview of the verification algorithm, which reduces the verification problem to 
SMT solving, and discuss how Michelson-specific features are encoded. Finally, we 
show a case study of contract verification and present verification experiments.

Annotations

HelmHoltz supports several forms of annotations (surrounded by << and >> in 
the source code), other than ������������� explained in Section ‘Overview 
of HELMHOLTZ and Michelson’. As we have already seen, the syntax of refine-
ment stack types used in the implementation is slightly different from the formal 
definition: we use a colon-separated list of ML-like patterns to bind stack values 
and ML-like expressions to describe the predicate, which have to be quantifier free 
(mainly because state-of-the-art SMT solvers do not handle quantifiers very well). 
We explain several constructs for an annotation in the following.
Assert � and Assume � can appear before or after an instruction. The for-

mer asserts that the stack at the annotated program location satisfies the type � ; the 

Fig. 10  Modified typing rules for ������ and ����
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assertion is verified by HelmHoltz . If there is an annotation Assume � , HelmHoltz 
assumes that the stack satisfies the type � at the annotated program location. A user 
can give a hint to HelmHoltz by using Assume � . The user has to make sure that it 
is correct; if an Assume annotation is incorrect, the verification result may also be 
incorrect.

An annotation LoopInv � may appear before a loop instruction (e.g., ���� and 
���� ). It asserts that � is a loop invariant of the loop instruction. In the current 
implementation, annotating a loop invariant using LoopInv � is mandatory for a 
loop instruction. HelmHoltz checks that � is indeed a loop invariant and uses it to 
verify the rest of the program.

In the current implementation, a ������ instruction, which pushes a func-
tion on the top of the stack, must be accompanied by a ����������� annota-
tion. ����������� comes with a specification of the pushed function written 
in the same way as ������������� . Concretely, the specification of the form 
�pre → �post & �abpost(x1 ∶ T1,… , xn ∶ Tn) specifies the precondition �pre , the 
(normal) postcondition �post , and the (abnormal) postcondition �abpost as refinement 

Fig. 11  lambda.tz, which uses higher-order functions, and length.tz, which uses a measure func-
tion in the contract annotation
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stack types. The binding (x1 ∶ T1,… , xn ∶ Tn) introduces the ghost variables that 
can be used in the annotations in the body of the annotated ������ instruction;6; 
one can omit if it is empty.

The first contract in Fig. 11, which pushes a function that takes a pair of inte-
gers and returns the sum of them, exemplifies ����������� . The annotated type 
of the function (Line 6) expresses that it returns 4 if it is fed with a pair (3, 1). The 
ghost variables a and b are used in the annotations ������ (Line 10) and ������ 
(Line 12) in the body to denote the first and the second arguments of the pair passed 
to this function.

To describe a property for recursive data structures, HelmHoltz supports meas-
ure functions introduced by Kawaguchi et  al. [11] and also supported in Liquid 
Haskell [24]. Measure functions are one of the potent techniques to handle such 
properties without universal quantifiers. (Recall that we should avoid quanti-
fiers as much as possible.) A measure function is a (recursive) function over a 
recursive data structure that can be used in assertions. The annotation ������� 
x ∶ T1 → T2 ����� p1 = e1 | … | pn = en defines a measure function x over the type 
T1 . The measure function x takes a value of type T1 , destructs it by the pattern match-
ing, and returns a value of type T2 . Metavariables p and e represent ML-like patterns 
and expressions. The second contract in Fig. 11, which computes the length of the 
list passed as a parameter, exemplifies the usage of the ������� annotation. This 
contract defines a measure function ��� that takes a list of integers and returns its 
length; it is used in ������������� and �������.

Overview of the Verification Algorithm

HelmHoltz takes an annotated Michelson program and conducts typechecking 
based on the refinement type system in Section ‘Refinement Type System’. All 
the instructions except for MAP can be dealt with by a straightforward extension 
of the present typing rules. One exception is MAP, which is a Michelson instruc-
tion for applying a function to each element in the list or the associative array at 
the top of the stack. Figure 12 shows the operational semantics and typing rules 
for MAP on lists, where @ denotes the list concatenation operator. They are simi-
lar to those for ITER, but the fact that MAP manipulates and pushes back each 

Fig. 12  Operational semantics and typing rules for MAP 

6 ������������� also allows declarations of ghost variable used in the ���� section.
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element of the list7 (cf. V1 to V �
1
 and V2 to V �

2
 in (e-mapCons)) makes differences. 

In the typing rule (rt-map), z′ stands for the manipulated list. So, it is assumed 
that z� = [] at the beginning of the execution of MAP. One non-trivial issue is 
that, unlike (rt-loop) or (rt-iter), the precondition itself is not a loop invari-
ant because, in the middle of the manipulation, z� = [] does not hold. Although 
we do not show a proof, the typing rule (rt-map) is sound. Intuitively, it is 
because MAP can be simulated by ITER, DIP, and other instructions, and the 
rule (rt-map) is obtained from the typing derivation of the simulating instruc-
tion sequence.

The typechecking procedure (1) computes the verification conditions (VCs) 
for the program to be well typed and (2) discharges it using an SMT solver. The 
latter is standard: We decide the validity of the generated VCs using an SMT 
solver (Z3 in the current implementation.) We explain the VC-generation step in 
detail.

For an annotated contract, HelmHoltz conducts forward reasoning starting 
from the precondition and generates VCs if necessary. During the forward rea-
soning, HelmHoltz keeps track of the � -and-�  part of the type judgment.

The typing rules are designed so that they enable the forward reason-
ing if a program is simply typed. For example, consider the rule (rt-
aDD) in Fig.  7. This rule can be read as a rule to compute a postcondition 
∃ x1 ∶ ���, x2 ∶ ���.� ∧ x1 + x2 = x3 from a precondition � if the first two ele-
ments in �  are x1 and x2 . The other rules can also be read as postcondition-gen-
eration rules in the same way.

There are three places where HelmHoltz generates a verification condition.

– At the end of the program: HelmHoltz generates a condition that ensures that 
the computed postcondition of the entire program implies the postcondition 
annotated to the program.

– Before and after instruction LAMBDA: HelmHoltz generates conditions that 
ensure that the pre- and post-conditions of the instruction LAMBDA is as 
annotated in LambdaAnnot.

– At a loop instruction: HelmHoltz generates verification conditions that 
ensure the condition annotated by LoopInv is indeed a loop invariant of this 
instruction.

A VC generated by HelmHoltz at these places is of the form ∀� ∶�.�1 ⟹ �2 , 
where � ∶� is a sequence of bindings.

To discharge each VC, as many verification condition discharging procedures 
do, HelmHoltz checks whether its negation, ∃� ∶�.�1 ∧ ¬�2 , is satisfiable; if it 
is unsatisfiable, then the original VC is successfully discharged. We remark that 
our type system is designed so that �1 and �2 are quantifier free for a program 
that does not use ������ and ���� . Indeed, �2 comes only from the annotations, 

7 It can also manipulate the rest of the stack like ITER, which is slightly different from the behavior of a 
typical map in a functional programming language.
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which are quantifier-free. �1 comes from the postcondition-computation pro-
cedure, which is of the form ∃�� ∶��.��

1
 for quantifier-free �′

1
 for the instruc-

tions other than ������ and ���� ; the formula ∃� ∶�.�1 ∧ ¬�2 is equivalent to 
∃� ∶�, �� ∶��.��

1
∧ ¬�2.

Encoding Michelson‑Specific Features

Since our assertion language includes several specific features that originates from 
Michelson and our assertion language, HelmHoltz needs to encode them in discharg-
ing VCs so that Z3 can handle them. We explain how this encoding is conducted.

Michelson‑Specific Functions and Predicates

We encode several Michelson-specific functions using uninterpreted functions. For 
example, HelmHoltz assumes the following typing rule for instruction SHA256, 
which converts the top element to its SHA256 hash.

In the post condition, we use an uninterpreted function sha256 to express the 
SHA256 hash of x. In Z3, this uninterpreted function is declared as follows.

𝛤 ⊢ {x ∶ ����� ⊳ 𝛶 |𝜙} ������ {y ∶ ����� ⊳ 𝛶 |∃x.𝜙 ∧ y = sha256(x)}.

Fig. 13  checksig.tz, which involves signature verification
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The first line declares the signature of sha256. The second line is the axiom for 
sha256 that the length of a hash is always 32.

Notice that, HelmHoltz cannot prove that a calculated hash is equal to a specific 
constant since the represented uninterpreted function has under-specified axioms. 
For instance, HelmHoltz cannot prove:

Nevertheless, practical contracts still can be verified with this light-weight axioma-
tization. For example, in Fig. 13, we use the sig uninterpreted function, which is 
given no specific axiom. Despite of the fact, the contract can be verified because 
the typing rule for �����_��������� in Line 15 ensures the stack top (Boolean 
value) after the instruction is equal to ��� ������ ���� (���� ����) in Line 8, 
and then, ������ just after the instruction ensures the top value is ���� in normal 
termination. That is why HelmHoltz can verify the contract without the behavior of 
the sig function itself.

Implementation of Measure Functions

A measure function is encoded as an uninterpreted function accompanied with axi-
oms that specify the behavior of the function, which is defined by the Measure 
annotation. Let us consider, for example, about the following measure function for 
lists.

Theoretically, one could insert the following declarations and assertions when it 
generates an input to Z3 to encode this definition:

However, Z3 tends to timeout if we naively insert the above axioms to Z3 input 
which contains a universal quantifier in the encoded definition.

To address this problem, HelmHoltz rewrites VCs so that heuristically instanti-
ated conditions on a measure function are available where necessary. Consider the 
above definition of � as an example. Suppose HelmHoltz obtains a VC of the form 

𝛤 ⊢ {x ∶ ����� | x = 0} ������ {y ∶ ����� ⊳ 𝛶 |∃x.𝜙 ∧ y

= “6e340b9cffb37a989ca544e6bb780a2c78901d3fb33738768511a30617afa01d”}.
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∃� ∶�.�1 ∧ ¬�2 mentioned in Section  ‘Overview of the Verification Algorithm’ 
and �1 and �2 contains (cons eh,i et,i) for i ∈ {1,… ,N} . Then, HelmHoltz con-
structs a formula �meas∶=

⋀
i∈{1,…,N} (= (�(���� eh,i et,i))��) and rewrites the VC to 

∃� ∶�.�meas ∧ �1 ∧ ¬�2.
We remark that, in LiquidHaskell, measure functions are treated as a part of the 

type system [11]: the asserted axioms are systematically (instantiated and) embed-
ded into the typing rules. In HelmHoltz , measure functions are treated as an ingre-
dient that is orthogonal to the type system; the type system is oblivious of measure 
functions until its definition is inserted to Z3 input.

Overloaded Functions

Due to the polymorphically typed instructions in Michelson, our assertion language 
incorporates polymorphic uninterpreted functions. For example, Michelson has an 
instruction ���� , which pops a value (of any type) from the stack, serializes it to a 
binary representation, and pushes the serialized value. HelmHoltz typechecks this 
instruction based on the following rule.

The term pack(x) in the postcondition represents a serialized value created from x. 
Since x may be of any simple type T, pack must be polymorphic.

Having a polymorphic uninterpreted function in assertions is tricky because 
Z3 does not support a polymorphic value. HelmHoltz encodes polymorphic unin-
terpreted functions to a monomorphic function whose name is generated by man-
gling the name of its instantiated parameter type. For example, the above pack(x) is 
encoded as a Z3 function ����!���(x) whose type is ��� → ����� . Although there 
are infinitely many types, the number of the encoded functions is finite since only 
finitely many types appear in a single contract.

Michelson‑Specific Types

In encoding a VC as Z3 constraints, HelmHoltz maps types in Michelson into sorts 
in Z3, e.g., the Michelson type nat for nonnegative integers to the Z3 sort Int. 
A naive mapping from Michelson types to Z3 sorts is problematic; for example, 
∀x ∶ ���.x ≥ 0 in HelmHoltz is valid, but a naively encoded formula (forall 
((x Int)) (>= x 0)) is invalid in Z3. This naive encoding ignores that a 
value of sort nat is nonnegative.

To address the problem, we adapt the method encoding a many-sorted logic for-
mula into a single-sorted logic formula [5]. Concretely, we define a sort predicate 
PT (x) for each sort T, which characterizes the property of the sort T. For example, 
P���(x)∶=x ≥ 0 . We also define sort predicates for compound data types.

Using the sort predicates, we can encode a VC into a Z3 constraint as fol-
lows: ∀x ∶ T .� is encoded into ∀x ∶ [[T]].PT (x) ⇒ � and ∃x ∶ T .� is encoded into 
∃x ∶ [[T]].PT (x) ∧ � , where [[T]] denotes the target sort of T (e.g., [[���]] = ��� ). 

𝛤 ⊢ {x ∶ T ⊳ 𝛶 |𝜑} ���� {y ∶ ����� ⊳ 𝛶 |∃x ∶ T .𝜑 ∧ y = pack(x)}
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Furthermore, we also add axioms about co-domain of uninterpreted functions as 
∀�

�
∶ �

�
.PT (f (��)) for the function f of �

�
→ T .

Case Study: Contract with Signature Verification

Figure  13 presents the code of the contract ��������.�� , which verifies that a 
sender indeed signed certain data using her private key. This contract uses 
instruction �����_��������� , which is supposed to be executed under a stack 
of the form ��� ⊳ ��� ⊳ ����� ⊳ �� , where ��� is a public key, ��� is a signa-
ture, and ����� is some data. �����_��������� pops these three values from the 
stack and pushes ���� if ��� is the valid signature for ����� with the private key 
corresponding to ��� . The instruction ������ after �����_��������� checks if 
the signature checking has succeeded; it aborts the execution of the contract if the 
stack top is ����� ; otherwise, it pops the stack top ( ���� ) and proceeds the next 
instruction.

The intended behavior of checksig.tz is as follows. It stores a pair of an 
address ���� , which is the address of a contract that takes a ������ parameter, 
and a public key ������ in its storage. It takes a pair (sign,data) of type 
(pair signature string) as a parameter; here, ��������� is the primi-
tive Michelson type for signatures. This contract terminates without exception if 
���� is created from the serialized (packed) representation of ���� and signed by 
the private key corresponding to ������ . In a normal termination, this contract 
transfers 1 ����� to the contract with address ���� . If this signature verification 
fails, then an exception is raised.

This behavior is expressed as a specification in the ������������� annotation 
in ��������.�� as follows.

– The refinement of its pre-condition part expresses that the address stored in 
the first element ���� of the storage is an address of a contract that takes a 
value of type ������ as a parameter. This is expressed by the pattern-matching 
on ��������_��� ���� , which checks if there is an intended parameter type 
of contract stored at the address ���� and returns the contract (wrapped by 
���� ) if there is. The intended parameter type is given by the pattern expres-
sion �������� < ������ > _ , which matches a contract that takes a ������.

Table 1  Benchmark result

Filename #instr. Time (ms) Filename #instr. Time (ms)

boomerang.tz 17 435 checksig_unverified.tz 30 462
deposit.tz 24 451 vote_for_delegate.tz 78 608
manager.tz 24 449 xcat.tz 52 513
vote.tz 24 450 reservoir.tz 45 482
tzip.tz 537 15578 triangular_num.tz 16 517
checksig.tz 32 468
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– The refinement of the post-condition forces the following three conditions: 
(1) the store is not updated by this contract ((addr, pubkey) = new_
store); (2) sign is the signature created from the packed bytes pack 
data of the string in the second element of the parameter and signed by the 
private key corresponding to the second element pubkey of the store (sig 
pubkey sign (pack data)); and (3) the operations ops returned by 
this contract is [Transfer data 1 c], which represents an operation of 
transferring 1 mutez to the contract c, which is bound to Contract addr, 
with the parameter data. The predicate sig and the function pack are prim-
itives of the assertion language of HelmHoltz .

– The refinement in the exception part expresses that if an exception is raised, 
then the signature verification should have failed (not (sig pubkey sign 
(pack data))).

HelmHoltz successfully verifies checksig.tz without any additional annotation 
in the ���� section. If we change the instruction ������ in Line 15 to ���� to let 
the contract drop the result of the signature verification (hence, an exception is not 
raised even if the signature verification fails), the verification fails as intended.

Experiments

We applied HelmHoltz to various contracts; Table 1 is an excerpt of the result, in 
which we show (1) the number of the instructions in each contract (column #instr.) 
and (2) time (ms) spent to verify each contract. The experiments are conducted on 
MacOS Big Sur 11.4 with Quad-Core Intel Core i7 (2.3 GHz), 32 GB RAM. We 
used Z3 version 4.8.10. The contracts boomerang.tz, deposit.tz, man-
ager.tz, vote.tz, and reservoir.tz are taken from the benchmark of 
Mi-cho-coq [3]. checksig.tz, discussed above, is derived from weather_
insurance.tz of the official Tezos test suite.8 vote_for_delegate.tz and 
xcat.tz are taken from the official test suite; xcat.tz is simplified from the 
original. tzip.tz is taken from Tezos Improvement proposals.9 triangular_
num.tz is a simple test case that we made as an example of using ���� . The source 
code of these contracts can be found at the Web interface of HelmHoltz . Each con-
tract is supposed to work as follows.

– boomerang.tz: Transfers the received amount of money to the source 
account.

– deposit.tz: Transfers money to the sender if the address of the sender is 
identical to that is stored in the storage.

– manager.tz: Calls the passed function if the address of the caller matches the 
address stored in the storage.

8 https:// gitlab. com/ tezos/ tezos/-/ tree/ ee2f7 5bb94 1522a cbcf6 d5065 a9f3b2/ tests_ python/ contr acts/ mini_ 
scena rios.
9 https:// gitlab. com/ tezos/ tzip/-/ blob/ b73c7 cd5df 8e045 bbf7a d9ac2 0a45f b3cb8 62c87/ propo sals/ tzip-7/ 
tzip-7. md.

https://gitlab.com/tezos/tezos/-/tree/ee2f75bb941522acbcf6d5065a9f3b2/tests_python/contracts/mini_scenarios
https://gitlab.com/tezos/tezos/-/tree/ee2f75bb941522acbcf6d5065a9f3b2/tests_python/contracts/mini_scenarios
https://gitlab.com/tezos/tzip/-/blob/b73c7cd5df8e045bbf7ad9ac20a45fb3cb862c87/proposals/tzip-7/tzip-7.md
https://gitlab.com/tezos/tzip/-/blob/b73c7cd5df8e045bbf7ad9ac20a45fb3cb862c87/proposals/tzip-7/tzip-7.md
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– vote.tz: Accepts a vote to a candidate if the voter transfers enough voting fee, 
and stores the tally.

– tzip.tz: One of the components implementing Tezos smart contracts API. We 
verify one entrypoint of the contract.

– checksig.tz: The one explained in Section ‘Case Study: Contract with Sig-
nature Verification’.

– vote_for_delegate.tz: Delegates one’s ballot in voting by stakeholders, 
which is one of the fundamental features of Tezos, to another using a primitive 
operation of Tezos.

– xcat.tz: Transfers all stored money to one of the two accounts specified 
beforehand if called with the correct password. The account that gets money is 
decided based on whether the contract is called before or after a deadline.

– reservoir.tz: Sends a certain amount of money to either a contract or 
another depending on whether the contract is executed before or after the dead-
line.

– triangular_num.tz: Calculates the sum from 1 to n, which is the passed 
parameter.

In the experiments, we verified that each contract indeed works according to the 
intention explained above. triangular_num.tz was the only contract that 
required a manual annotation for verification in the ���� section; we needed to spec-
ify a loop invariant in this contract.

Although the numbers of instructions in these contracts are not large, they capture 
essential features of smart contracts; every contract except triangular_num.tz exe-
cutes transactions; deposit.tz and manager.tz check the identity of the caller; and 
checksig.tz conducts signature verification. The time spent on verification is small.

Related Work

There are several publications on the formalization of programming languages for 
writing smart contracts. Hirai [9] formalizes EVM, a low-level smart contract lan-
guage of Ethereum and its implementation, using Lem [15], a language to specify 
semantic definitions; definitions written in Lem can be compiled into definitions in 
Coq, HOL4, and Isabelle/HOL. Based on the generated definition, he verifies sev-
eral properties of Ethereum smart contracts using Isabelle/HOL. Bernardo et al. [3] 
implemented Mi-Cho-Coq, a formalization of the semantics of Michelson using the 
Coq proof assistant. They also verified several Michelson contracts. Compared to 
their approach, we aim to develop an automated verification tool for smart contracts. 
Park et al. [16] developed a formal verification tool for EVM by using the K-frame-
work [18], which can be used to derive a symbolic model checker from a formally 
specified language semantics (in this case, formalized EVM semantics [8]), and suc-
cessfully applied the derived model checker to a few EVM contracts. It would be 
interesting to formalize the semantics of Michelson in the K-framework to compare 
HelmHoltz with the derived model checker.
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The DAO attack [19], mentioned in Section ‘Introduction’, is one of the notori-
ous attacks on a smart contract. It exploits a vulnerability of a smart contract that 
is related to a callback. Grossman et al. [7] proposed a type-based technique to 
verify that execution of a smart contract that may contain callbacks is equivalent 
to another execution without any callback. This property, called effectively call-
back freedom, can be seen as one of the criteria for execution of a smart contract 
not to be vulnerable to the DAO-like attack. Their type system focuses on verify-
ing the ECF property of the execution of a smart contract, whereas ours concerns 
the verification of generic functional properties of a smart contract.

Benton proposes a program logic for a minimal stack-based programming lan-
guage [2]. His program logic can give an assertion to a stack as our stack refine-
ment types do. However, his language does not support first-class functions nor 
instructions for dealing with smart contracts (e.g., signature verification).

Our type system is an extension of the Michelson type system with refinement 
types, which have been successfully applied to various programming languages 
[1, 11, 12, 17, 21, 23–28]. DTAL [27] is a notable example of an application 
of refinement types to an assembly language, a low-level language like Michel-
son. A DTAL program defines a computation using registers; we are not aware of 
refinement types for stack-based languages like Michelson.

We notice the resemblance between our type system and a program logic for 
PCF proposed by Honda and Yoshida [10], although the targets of verification are 
different.

Their logic supports a judgment of the form A ⊢ e ∶ uB , where e is a PCF pro-
gram, A is a pre-condition assertion, B is a post-condition assertion, and u rep-
resents the value that e evaluates to and can be used in B, which resembles our 
type judgment in the formalization in Section ‘Refinement Type System for Mini-
Michelson’. Their assertion language also incorporates a term expression f ∙ x , 
which expresses the value resulting from the application of f to x; this expression 
resembles the formula ����(t1, t2) = t3 used in a refinement predicate. We have 
not noticed an automated verifier implemented based on their logic. Further com-
parison is interesting future work.

Conclusion

We described our automated verification tool HelmHoltz for the smart contract 
language Michelson based on the refinement type system for Mini-Michelson . 
HelmHoltz verifies whether a Michelson program follows a specification given in 
the form of a refinement type. We also demonstrated that HelmHoltz successfully 
verifies various practical Michelson contracts.

Currently, HelmHoltz supports approximately 80% of the whole instructions 
of the Michelson language. The definition of a measure function is limited in the 
sense that, for example, it can define only a function with one argument. We are 
currently extending HelmHoltz so that it can deal with more programs.

HelmHoltz currently verifies the behavior of a single contract, although a 
blockchain application often consists of multiple contracts in which contract calls 
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are chained. To verify such an application as a whole, we plan to extend Helm-
Holtz so that it can verify an inter-contract behavior compositionally by combin-
ing the verification results of each contract.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplementary material available at https:// doi. 
org/ 10. 1007/ s00354- 022- 00167-1.
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